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Visitors are welcome to chapter meetings.
In-person Chapter meetings are temporarily suspended during
the virus pandemic, but we are meeting online. SEE PAGE 3
 WHEN: January thru November, the third Thursday of the
month, 7:00 pm − chapter meetings typically include a
railroad presentation and a business session.
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When it comes to railway history, April 2021 has produced some momentous moments! Beginning with the
Canadian Pacific’s and Canadian National’s bidding war for the 121year-old Kansas City Southern, to President Biden’s proposal for $10
billion in annual rail investment, two-thirds of which would support
current Amtrak routes, much is changing in the current railroad
landscape.
If Canadian Pacific acquires the KCS, we will see the first USMexico-Canada rail network. If Canadian National gets the KCS, the
Kansas City to Shreveport line through Northwest Arkansas may end
up being redundant. The proposed combination of CN and KCS
would create a north-south railroad through Jackson, Miss., with a
fully stack-cleared route to Eastern Canada via home rails. CN+KCS
THE SCRAMBLER welcomes your
would become the third largest Class I railroad in North America,
input! Send content (articles,
making the Canadian Pacific the smallest of the Class 1s. It will be
stories, news, photos) to the editor.
quite interesting to see how this one plays out!
We strive to provide accurate and
President Biden’s plan includes upgrading railway infrastructure
complete information in The Scrambler newsletters. Please send correc- and modernizing stations to allow expansion of the national passenger rail network. New Amtrak service is planned to such places as
tions to the editor.
Las Vegas, Phoenix, Cheyenne, Pueblo, Wichita, Iowa City, Louisville,
DEADLINE for The Scrambler is
Nashville, and Green Bay. With now being the 50th anniversary of
the 1st day of each month. The edithe formation of Amtrak, these are exciting days for rail passenger
tor reserves the right to edit, hold,
travel!
or omit material at the editor’s discretion. Space for longer articles
may already be committed months
in advance.

The Arkansas-Boston Mountains
Chapter of the National Railway
Historical Society, Inc. is a nonprofit, 501(c)(3) educational organization incorporated under the laws
of the State of Arkansas.

Visit our website at:

www.ArkRailFan.com

WELCOME ABOARD all new and renewing members!
MEMBERSHIP: Local chapter membership is $12 per year.
Please make checks payable to ABMT NRHS.
National Railway Historical Society individual membership is
$50 per year; more household members can be added for $7 per
person. Please refer to the NRHS website www.nrhs.com for complete details.
DIRECTORY OF 2021 OFFICERS
President .................................... Mike Sypult
Vice President .......................... Larry Cain
Secretary .................................... Malcolm Cleaveland
Treasurer ................................... Rose Ann Hofer
Membership .............................. Malcolm Cleaveland
Program Director ................... Hugh Harris
Dist. 7 National Director ...... Ken Eddy
National Representative ...... Jim Gattis
Website Manager .................... Mike Sypult
Editor ........................................... Jim Gattis
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Chapter & General News
Due to the corona virus pandemic, for now, in-person Chapter meetings are cancelled. But we are
meeting online with Zoom. If you have any business items, please bring them up on the Chapter’s
ABM-NRHS@groups.io listserv. To join the listserv, contact Mitch Marmel marmelmm@gmail.com

May 7, Friday
May 20, Thur.

10:30 am Tour Heart of the Heartlands rail museum at Carona, Kan.
7 pm

Chapter meeting: Anatomy of a Wreck, by Dick Hovey

1. Join the Monthly Thursday Evening Online Zoom Chapter Meeting
To join chapter meetings being held online, download the FREE Zoom app on a computer, smart
phone, or tablet that has a microphone and camera. Do this at least one day in advance.
 If using a computer, then download the Zoom Cloud Meetings App at https://zoom.us/download
 If using a smart phone or tablet, then go to the app store, search for Zoom Cloud Meetings
HINT: Early in the day, set an alarm for 5 minutes before the meeting starts, so you can login in time.
At meeting time, go to: https://zoom.us/j/3593844541?pwd=Z0V2OUFXRlRyV0lWOUt4a1dqK2NNQT09
Depending upon your device, you may also need: Meeting ID: 359 384 4541 Password: 1Ru4np
Don’t overlook these crucial steps!!! When the Zoom screen appears, you may be asked to
1. Join with Video and 2. Join with Computer Audio.
Please silence any nearby phones, televisions, etc., or close the door to the room where you are.

2. Keeping Up With Time-Sensitive Chapter Information
The Chapter has an email Listserv that lets you be notified – or notify others – of
time-sensitive information. Just a few days ago, when sending the email blast with
the Carona museum trip date and map, some digging revealed that a few chapter
members were not on this Listserv ... if you have not enrolled yourself on this
Listserv, you may miss out on receiving timely information.
–Editor note: I am NOT a big fan of many of the bells and whistles of the Information Age, but even I
have found this Listserv to be worthwhile since I learned of it and signed-up in late 2019.
To enroll yourself in this useful email service, ask Mitch Marmel ( MarmelMM@gmail.com ) to include
you in ( ABM-NRHS@groups.io ).

3. A Few Seconds of BNSF Video on the Friday PBS NewsHour
BNSF is a financial supporter of the PBS NewsHour broadcast. The Friday version of the show currently begins with some well-shot vintage and present-day BNSF video clips. In many markets, you will tune
in at 5:59 pm (Central time) to catch a view.

4. Surface Transportation Board Flooded With Filings
With (1) Amtrak’s desire to force CSX and Norfolk Southern to allow passenger service between New
Orleans and Mobile, (2) the CSX plan to acquire Pan Am Railways, with concessions to Norfolk Southern,
(3) Canadian Pacific and Canadian National competing for control of Kansas City Southern, and (4) other
normal affairs, the STB has been inundated in electronic document filings. On April 21 alone, there were
30 submittals. If this were still the “paper era”, these would have contributed to serious deforestation.
- continues next page -
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ABMT NRHS Chapter Meeting Minutes ̶ April 15, 2021
Address: ABMT Chapter, Nat. Railway Historical Soc., PO Box 1303, Springdale, AR 72765-1303
The meeting of the Arkansas-Boston Mountains Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society,
normally held at the J. Reilly McCarren Transportation Museum, A&M Depot, Springdale, Ark., was conducted over the internet, due to the pandemic. The meeting, hosted virtually by Allison Lee on Zoom,
commenced at 7:09 pm. Past-President Gary McCullah moderated the business session. Attendance was
17 people on 16 connections.
Presentation
The “Locomotive Changeover at the Four Corners Power Plant” presentation was by Robert Bretch,
who has a long career in railroading. He discussed a training project he had been involved with, when the
electric generating plant converted from electric to diesel locomotives to haul coal from the mine to the
power plant in northwest New Mexico. Since the private railroad is not connected to the national network, the new locomotives were trucked in. He also briefly showed photographs from weekend visits to
the Cumbres & Toltec and the Durango & Silverton he made while working in that vicinity.
BELOW: A sample from Bob Bretch’s presentation.

Business Items and Announcements
1. Treasurer. No report.
2. NRHS. Dist. 7 National Director Ken Eddy reported that the Board of Directors will meet later in
April to discuss Society business. The hotel for the late-August national convention has been selected
but not announced.
3. Old Business - Chapter Road Trip to Museum. In the previous chapter meeting, Gerald Hook had
broached the idea of a road trip by chapter members, then John Chambers extended an invitation to
visit the Heart of the Heartlands rail museum complex at Carona, Kansas. Although currently closed
due to the virus pandemic, the club opens it to groups making special arrangements.
Jim Gattis had worked with Mike Sypult and John to develop a trip itinerary and propose dates for
consideration. In early April, chapter members were informed through the Groups email listserv and in
The Scrambler of the trip details, and that a trip plan would be discussed during the April chapter meeting. There was also an invitation to vote on date preferences in advance of the meeting.
Upon polling the attendees for date preferences, some had conflicts with April 30, so Friday, May 7
was selected. Jim advised all to carefully read the information that will be distributed about the trip,
including a procedure to call him on the evening before the scheduled date, to check if last minute considerations required postponing the trip to June 4 or 5.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:08. (Meeting notes taken by Jim Gattis.)
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When art imitates life ...

Sleuthing Historic Equipment Colors
for Model Railroading
by Tim Kubat
graphics furnished by author

As with many of us, I received a Lionel set one Christmas. Later, in 1958, I purchased my first Model
Railroader magazine. The Lionel set was traded in for a Tyco work train set with a 0-4-0 Shifter. I built a
layout in a basement cellar using schedule 40 and 70 rail on fiber tie strips. Then along came cars
(automobiles), my parents moved, and then college.
During my senior college year, my wife to-be introduced me to Eureka Springs. That rekindled the model
railroading desire, and I started researching the Missouri & North Arkansas. I was most fortunate to have
known and been guided by Dr. James R. Fair, author of The North A rkansas Line book. My work, which
covered southwest Missouri and northwest Arkansas, allowed some time to continue my research. Along the
way, various collectors, museums, photographers, and former M&A/A&O employees provided information.
Reat Younger loaned me his 1949 16mm movie that had been shot along the M&A, along with 620-film negatives of various scenes. I’ve been associated with the M&NA historical organization from its conception,
and I’m still involved with the Boone County Historical and Railroad Society.
With a new 1970’s home with a basement, I built a 24’ by 16’ layout based on the Missouri & North Arkansas from Harrison to Seligman. During this time, I was one of the owners of the Hobbydashery Hobby
Shop in Springfield and a member of the Ozarks Model Railroad Association (OMRA).
When we moved in 1999, my layout was gratefully accepted and incorporated in the OMRA club layout
in Springfield, Mo. And I’ve not done any modeling since then.
A railroad’s particular paint colors seem to be a
never ending topic of conversation with railroad buffs
as to the exact or proper color. M&NA aficionados
have raised several questions over the years about
paint colors and time periods. I would like to share
with you what information I had collected over the last
40 years of M&NA research. But first, let me provide a
brief dissertation on just how controversial paint colors
are among the railroad enthusiasts.
Perception or Reality?
When I was involved with a hobby shop, I painted a
lot of the Frisco orange-and-white model diesels.
When I first started painting, no one could agree on the
proper color to be used. Knowing a neighbor who just
happened to work at the Frisco paint shops in Springfield, Mo., I obtained the actual samples of the Mandarin Orange and the white. This official Frisco paint was
for painting over locomotives that need not be perfectly cleaned and formulated to cover grease and grime
and anything else. It was not intended to be used on
plastic models ... when I painted the first one, the paint

literally dissolved the plastic model!
White index cards were used to make color swatches from which I mixed hobby paint to match. I proceeded with painting several orange and white Frisco
diesels, and took them to the hobby shop, anxiously
awaited for the customer approval with models painted
in the exact correct color. Without exception, every
customer said the color was absolutely wrong and none
of the units painted with the “official Frisco” colors
sold. I returned to painting with a color that everyone
generally agreed on, but was vastly different from the
actual color.
I also obtained the official paint swatches for the tan
and blue Frisco boxcars for a model manufacture that
was doing a series of Frisco cars. Again, the colors
were not acceptable to most modelers. The tan color
was too light and the blue was much too dark. But the
reality was that the tan cars darkened when in actual
service and the blue cars faded!
The lesson learned was that the models were being
viewed on someone’s model railroad indoor layout
- continues next page -
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)
(with varying lighting conditions), therefore paint the
models with colors that are acceptable to the person
and to the lighting where they will be displayed. I
found by painting several shades lighter than the real
color was more pleasing to most customers.
Fickle Photography
The perceived color on a particular piece of rolling
stock (for example, a boxcar) depends on a great number of variables, such as the following.
1. The actual paint type and composition. Is it a high
gloss with excellent leveling and coverage properties, or is it thin low gloss paint with minimal coverage?
2. Was the paint applied over a smooth steel surface
texture, or on old weathered rough wood surface?
3. Has it aged and has lost its original color through
fading or color retention (lightened or darkened)?
4. How dirty it is, and what environment has it been
exposed to, such as desert dust, coal dust, etc.

When you view a photographic print, there are also
a vast number of variables to consider. Black and
white photos can be very deceiving because the type of
film used, the type of paper used to make prints, and
the chemical processing of that paper can produce
great variations in the same subject matter.
In the dark room, one can manipulate images by
highlighting, therefore reducing or increasing area intensities on a print. E. G. Baker once merged a Frisco
locomotive picture and an image of a large tree, producing a print with the locomotive and the tree combined. One of the great masters of black and white
photography, Ansell Adams, reportedly would spend
many hours managing and customizing the printing
process to produce a single fantastic print.
To illustrate just how dramatic and fickle these photographic differences can be, compare these two photographs taken on the same day with the same camera
and same film. In the first photo, the car on the right
side (No. 56) appears to be a very light color compared
to the very dark car No. 60 on the left. In the second
shot, No. 56 is observably darker and closer or the
same as the now lighter color car No. 60.
- continues next page -

June 15, 1910 M&NA wreck at Butler Hollow,
east of Seligman, Mo.
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)

M&NA Equipment Colors Circa 1916
The only specific documented reference to freight
car equipment colors comes from page 49 in the 1916
Book of Standards and Material Catalogue for the Mechanical Department of the Mo. & N.A. R.R. This
above chart listing the M&NA’s equipment is the best
typical painting description I know of.
Freight Car Colors
The chart shows “Freight Car Brown, Mineral at
$0.70 per gallon”. Most freight cars of that period were
believed to be painted with colors such as “box car

red” or “mineral brown”, which were most often paints
that used iron oxides as the pigments, thus the term
“mineral” (3). These iron oxides vary from ochre to tan
to red to black, depending on the type of iron oxide
and the geographic location where it is mined. The
trucks and under body normally would be painted
black, although some railroads painted the trucks the
same as the body color.
“Steel Car Black” is also listed. On some old black
and white photos, you will see the freight car body a
hard black when it is actually red and the black trucks
- continues next page -
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)

a dark gray. This again is due to the type of film and
paper, and their sensitivity to certain colors such as
reds and yellows.
Near the central Missouri town of Salem there were
early open pit mines that provided iron ore to furnaces
at Sligo, Mo. The furnaces produced “pig iron” for the
steel and casting manufactures in St. Louis. When the
extensive high grade iron ore mines opened in Minnesota, Sligo’s local low grade ore was no longer competitive, so the furnaces were closed and the town no
longer exists. A few of these open pits continued to
operate, not providing iron ore, but supplying iron oxide for paint pigment.
Passenger Car Colors
From the Acme White Lead and Color Works, these
pigments were listed; “Coach Body Color No 1710
$0.22 per Lb.”, and “Chrome Green Headlining Paint
$0.20 per Lb.”. Pigments are concentrated colors
meant to be mixed into a base paint. Also from Acme
was listed “Teki Coach Truck Enamel at $2.00 per
Gall.”
Various varnishes were listed from the Murphy
Varnish Co., such as “Perfect Railway Body Varnish,
$4.00 per Gall., “Railway Rubbing Varnish $3.00 per
Gall”, and “Engine Finishing Varnish $2.50 per Gall”.
The Murphy Varnish Company, established in 1865,
was located in Newark, N.J. It produced more than two
hundred kinds of varnish, and about twelve hundred
shaded of color (1). Varnish is a broad term, and includes such products as violin varnish, shellac, spar
varnish (marine use), polyurethane, lacquer, acrylic,
and others. Varnish has little or no color, is transparent, and has no added pigment, as opposed to paints or
wood stains (5).
Passenger cars were painted with varnish. Several
coats were applied and then rubbed out between coats
to produce a high gloss finish. The number of coats
applied and how many times it was rubbed out would
produce different results.

We do not know exactly what Body Color #1710
was, although there may be archived Acme catalogs
available that would show this exact color. Tiki color
is also unknown, but Behr and Sherman Williams list
various colors named Tiki that are shades of greenishbrown.
American Car & Foundry Specification #863, issued April 8, 1908 for baggage cars 62, 63 & 64, listed
the body to be “Pullman Color Ry. Co.’s standard,
Murphy’s varnish & lettering in gold leaf as may be
directed”. Interior color was a light green and the
AC&F Co.’s standard roof paint (color not indicated).
Pullman green color may have varied through the
years, but was generally a very dark green.
In 1915, M&NA Chief Draughtsman Mr. Milton
McKinney requested and received specifications for
mail and passenger car No. 53, built in 1907 by Pullman Car Works. The car was painted “Frisco standard
body color”, the trucks were painted “Frisco standard”,
and “Murphy” varnish was used outside and inside.
There were specific instructions under “Lettering”, except no color information was provided. The standard
Frisco passenger car body color at that time was that of
a ripe olive: very dark green, almost black.
From page 163 of The North A rkansas Line by Dr
Fair (2), starting in 1926, Stephenson had the passenger cars painted “Pennsylvania red (a dark red, Tuscan
red, used by the Pennsylvania Railroad)”. To assume
that prior to 1926 the cars were painted differentially
conflicts somewhat with American Car & Foundry
Specification #1278, issued May 27, 1914, for Combine No. 55, which was built in Aug 1914. That specification states “Car to be painted Penn. R.R. Standard
body color using car builders Std. specifications. Roof
painted with Acme canvas preserver.”
A detailed painting schedule is provided on Pennsylvania Rail Road Drawing C29228, dated 9-12-1907
with revisions and made obsolete 4-12-1938.
- continues next page -
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)

Exterior Painting
Body
Tuscan Red
Roof
Metallic Brown
Sash (Window)
Dark Orange
Trucks
Olive
Iron Work
Black
Glass Beading (Window)
Dark Orange
Platform and Steps
Olive
Hand Holds
Black Enamel
Interior Painting
Baggage Compartment
Sidewalls, Ceilings, Safety Rails, Lamps and all
fittings and trimmings attached to sidewalls or
ceiling; also radiators and screens painted aluminum.
Floor painted red.
M&NA passenger cars interiors would normally
have varnished woodwork, dark green seat cover material, with the ceiling and floor painted chrome green.
There are three and maybe four different documented paint schemes for the passenger cars. The earliest
one in 1907 was Frisco Standard color; Pullman green
in 1908; Pennsylvania Rail Road Tuscan red in 1914;
and the unknown Coach Body Color No. 1710.
Caboose Colors
The Chars. R. Long Jr. & Co., of Louisville, Ky.
provided “Eclipse Caboose Red, $2.00 per Gall”. I
could not find a reference or color swatch for “Eclipse
Red”, so I assume it was a bright red such as vermilion
or Venetian red.
Vermilion is a brilliant red or scarlet pigment originally made from the powdered mineral cinnabar,
which contains mercury and like most mercury compounds, it is toxic. It is also known as Chinese red. The
paint was used in Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages, and
in Renaissance paintings (4).
M&NA interior colors were not noted, but older

wood Frisco cabooses interiors were painted a light to
medium green.
Locomotive Colors
Chars. R. Long Jr. & Co. was also the source for
“LoKost Locomotive Front End Paint, $0.55 per gall”.
This could have been a graphite based paint that was
used on the hot uninsulated smoke box and fire box
sides. Until the later production of high temperature
paints, graphite paint was used on high temperature
surfaces and to inhibit corrosion on metal surfaces. It
was available in the dark graphite color (like an old
style lead pencil) or silver. It was made with oiled linseed oil, powdered graphite, and a drier. The locomotive cab interior was painted “Cab Enamel Green”,
which was probably a color similar to John Deere
green. Also, “Locomotive Black Varnish, $1.75 per
Gall.” was listed.
Prior to 1926, new Baldwin Locomotive Works
M&NA locomotives Nos. 6, 7, 10-16, and 19-20 were
delivered painted olive green with aluminum lettering
and planished iron boiler jackets. I was amazed to see
this color combination on the M&NA, as it was generally considered that except for a few roads such as
Pennsylvania and Great Northern, locomotives were
painted black. The term “planished iron” describes
sheet iron that has been hammered or pounded. The
Baldwin builder’s black and white photos for these engines show the planished iron boiler jacket in a medium gray color. The general consensus was that most if
not all early locomotives had a Russian iron boiler
jacket, and it was incorrectly described as being bluish
gray metallic appearance of the old fashion stove pipe
material (7). Quoting an early article, true Russian iron
was:
"A particular kind of sheet-iron is manufactured in
Russia, which, so far as I know, has not been produced elsewhere. It is remarkable for its smooth,
glossy surface, which is metallic gray, and not blu- continues next page -
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)
ish gray, like that of common sheet-iron. On bending it backwards and forwards with the fingers no
scale is separated, as is the case with sheet-iron
manufactured in the ordinary way by rolling; but on
folding it closely, as though it were paper, and unfolding it, small scales are detached along the line
of the fold."
Baldwin specification sheets will call out Russia iron,
planished iron, or American iron (and can be researched and tracked) by 1874 or so, Russia iron starts
to go away, but is still in (wide) use into the 1880's.
Typical of the time was the use of “Russian iron” for
boiler jackets, because it could stand the heat and did
not rust (6).
The 1916 Standards list “Locomotive Black Varnish, $1.75 per Gall.” with no mention of the original
olive green or aluminum paint colors. Stated on page
163 in The North A rkansas Line by Dr Fair, starting in
1926 Stephenson had the locomotives painted “black
Duco” with a red cab panel. The red cab panel paint is
not noted other than it was probably the eclipse red
used on cabooses.
Some later period locomotive photos show the tires
(wheels) to be painted white. The noted M&A photographer E. G. Baker once told me he carried a piece of
chalk with him and would color the drivers prior to
photographing the engine; a photo of engine No. 35
shows his handiwork. He said he just liked the look,
but the railroad never actually painted the wheels
white.

NWX Refrigerator Cars & M&A Refrigerator Cars
8000-8003
Refrigerator car NWX 519 was leased from the
North West Refrigerator Line, a Chicago based company established in 1924. It purchased used American
Car & Foundry wooden refers, refurbished them, and
leased them to various railroads and industries (8). In
model railroad supplier Wm. K. Walthers painting diagram book 521, Prototypical Lettering Diagrams
(1942), these cars had gray sides, red ends with a blue,
red, and black decal (logo).
Evidentially the Missouri & Arkansas (successor to
the M&NA, after a bankruptcy) purchased four wooden refers numbered 8000-8003, which were in service
in 1942. No. 8000 was photographed in Harrison in
1946, and appears to be painted a solid color, perhapsmineral brown.
Ozarka Water
The Eureka Springs Water Co. and the Ozarka Water Company (founded 1905) were important online
industries located at Eureka Springs. (These two companies may actually be one in the same.) They had a
fleet of apparently leased tank cars from Pennsylvania
Tank Line with TOZX reporting markings. Although
the M&NA did not own these cars, they were a valued
and unusual source of revenue.
TOZX 27 (below) would appear to most as box car,
but it was probably an enclosed tank car with two glass
lined tanks inside. There was a small side door and

- continues next page -
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Model Railroad Painting (continued)
four roof hatches near the center for filling the inner
tanks. The tilted Ozarka logo is red on a drinking glass
and on a five gallon water jug that I have. A red logo,
red and black lettering on a light gray, would make an
attractive model.
In later years, Ozarka leased some conventional
tank cars from General American Transportation, such
as GATX 35953 shown on the left side of the photo.
GATX 21787 was photographed in Ft. Smith, Ark. in
1967. It appears to be black with white lettering. During the mid 1950’s, at least four silver colored tank
cars numbered TOZX 22-24 and 2x? were photographed at Eureka Springs with no logo or company
names on these cars, just the TOZX and car number.
In another photo of a black GATX 35953 plus two other GATX tank cars, a note on the reverse states “other
tank cars painted aluminum w/green logo”.
Apparently there were issues between the Pennsylvania Tank Line and the Eureka Springs Water Co., as
noted in the two June 1911 telegraphs (retrieved from
the Eureka Springs depot). TOZX was requesting car
Nos. 6 and 11 be sent to Tulsa. Eureka Springs Water
Company refused to release the cars, as one car was
loaded and the second would soon be loaded. Station
agent E. R. Braswell advised TOZX to take up the issue directly with the Eureka Springs Water Co.
Closing
You may never look at a photograph the same way

again but you might just view that black and white
print with a new appreciation.
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A sample of Mr Kubat’s aforementioned model railroad operation. Note the Arkansas & Ozarks caboose.

